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Notice

1. Please carefully read the literary in order to use the machine carefully.
2.

Please use the three holes receptacle with earthing which capacity is more than
15A.No changing the pin at random and drag the wire to take the pin out.

3.

In order to guarantee the quality of welding, please ask the people who is
specialized in the line to manipulate.

4. Don’t let the iron wheel be at the impress status when the machine racing.
5. Don’t use the machine in a damp place for fearing the body of the machine
damaged by watering.
6. The machine all were debugged before left the factory, please don’t adjust at
random.
7. The circuitry boards in the control case carry electricity, nonprofessional people
shouldn’t disassemble it at will.
8. Don’t heat up for racing the body of the machine for a long time when there is
no welding or the long interval of welding since the big power in this machine is
great.
9. The temperature of welding isn’t allowed to surpass 400℃ (752℉) in generally
when it works normal.
10. Please heat up the machine about 30 minutes before open it when the machine
don’t use or be damped for a long time. Without second notice if it has changed
since the products in our factory consistently improve on.
ii.

Summary
Geo-membrane welder is a new welding machine which is developed by our

company. They can weld geo-membrane of various thickness and are applicable for
welding of all thermal-fused material such as LDPE, PVC, HDPE, EVA, PP and PVC、
HDPE、EVA、PP.
The control of this series adopts PID automatic thermostatic control with high
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control and low temperature fluctuation. Speed control of this series adopts PWM
automatic voltage and regulation speed circuit. Direct current servo the motor drive
with great output torque and staple performance in walking. It can maintain a
constant speed on the condition of creeping, vertical creeping and road load. Also
this series of welding machine is stable in performance despite of external
temperature and voltage variation.
This series of welding machine is excellent in performance and easy for
operating, with high welding speed and good work quality. It is extensively used in
engineering projects such as expressways, tunnels, reservoirs, waterproof of
construction and so on.
iii.

Technical Parameters
Output Voltage

220

V

Frequency

50

Hz

Power

1800

W

Welding speed

0.5~5

m/min

The temperature of Heating up

0~450℃ (32-842℉)

The thickness of welding material

1.0~3.0(Single membrane thickness)

mm

Welding width

14×2

mm

Interior Cavity

16

mm

Welding intention≥85% Maternity material（Resistance to the direction of cutting）
Joint width

120

mm

Machine body weight

13

kg
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Main Components and Name
2
3
4
1
5
6
7

14
13

8

12
9
11
10

v.

1

Pressure handle

2

Manipulate hand

3

Speeding knob

4

Speeding switch

5

Electric machine insurance

6

Temperature
switch

7

Power supply insurance

8

Temperature control instrument

9

Control case

12

Creeping wheel

10 Thermal wedge

11 Pressure wheel

13 Sway head

14 Adjusting nut

Working Principle
Electric machine carried with above and below pressure wheel and turn it

through

speed-slow box and chain steel, and heating the bracket up and turn thermal wedge
to plug in between the two main materials, meantime let the pressure bracket press
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to made the thermal-fused mother material together. The

picture is as follow:

vi.

Operating Criteria
Notice: In order to obtain the excellent quality and high efficiency, it should be
manipulated by professional people since the welding quality of the machine has
direct relationship with the enactment of speed and temperature.

1.

The user must choose to the three holes receptacle with earthing and confirm
the good connection of exterior wire. Pick the pressure handle up to separate
the up and down iron wheels and then plug the power supply on.

2.

Switch power supply on, and choose suitable temperature (Temperature
adjusting diagram – literature) and speed. Then pick some narrow material to
weld for a try and make sure the best effect. Owing to the difference between
the environmental temperature and the thickness of material, the welding
temperature of the same material could be different. We can choose to a
referenced speed (about 1.5m/min) when select the temperature. And then
slowly adjust the temperature from low to high, about from 250℃ to 400℃
(482 to 752℉)

3.

The estimation of the welding temperature: it can be directly watched the
transparence PE material .If the welding mark is lever-off with transparence glass
status, it showed that the temperature and the speed is suitable; if the welding
mark is seriously broken up, it showed that the temperature is too high or the
speed is too low; If the welding mark is not transparence with white status, it
showed that the temperature is on the slow side or the speed is on the fast
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side .And to the non-transparence material ,it also can be tested by resistance
pull after the whole party is cooled down.
4.

Mending the edge of the welding material smooth .The surface face to the front
side, and overlap to left down and right up .The width of pulled up is 120mm.

5.

Plug the welding material between the two iron wheels to make the parallel
between the body of the machine and the edge of mother material, and it can
weld itself after confirmed the temperature and the speed. Usually the operator
just watch the warp between the welding mark and the edge of the mother
material and timely rectify it within a small scope .At the end of material welding,
pick up the handle to separate the up and down iron wheels.

6.

Owing to the thermal inertial, it can adjust the temperature within small scope
to offset the discrepancy in temperature if it comes too high or too low in the
process of welding.

7.

In the process of welding, it can adjust through the two interior hexangular
screws on the swaying head if the welding mark is not equality in two outside.
(Just the corresponding screw in the upside of intensive welding deep or in the
upside of

8.

loosen welding mark shadow)

Welded material crossed with another material in the shape of “T”. The ways of
welding is as the diagram below. Cut the crossing head sticking to the thermal
wedge off 12cm inclined.

Walking direction
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The adjustment of the Pressure Wheel

According to the various thickness of material, it can be adjusted the magnitude of
pressure by switching the modulated screw. It will increase by clockwise, and it
decrease by anticlockwise.
viii.

The Familiar Malfunction and Elimination
Phenomena

Reason
Non direction of power supply

NO turning of the
electric machine

Non speeding of the
electric machine

Non heating up
Thermal wedge

The burning of thermal
wedge

ix.

The damage of Insurance wire by
burning
The damage of speeding circuitry
board lines By burning
The damage of electric machine by
burning
Speeding knob is unsightly
Power pipe was shocked out
The damage of electric pipe by
burning
The damage of temperature
control instrument
Thermocouple with malfunction
The damage of temperature
control instrument

The way of eliminate
Check the power supply whether it
is connected or not
Change the insurance wire
Change the speeding circuitry
board
Change the electric machine
Tight the speeding knob
Replacing the speeding wire board
Replacing the electric pipe
Replacing the temperature control
instrument
Change the thermocouple
Change the temperature control
instrument

Maintenance

Please clean the dunghill in the thermal wedge and the mud in the chain guard and
oiled the whole machine to the dry place when not using it.
x.

Supplied Accessories
Insurance pipe
Screw drive
Interior hexangular spanner

15A
0.75A

5pcs
5pcs
1pcs
2pcs
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